Using weighted L p {norms we derive new bounds on the long{time behavior of the solutions improving on the known results of the polynomial growth with respect to the instability parameter. These estimates are valid for quite arbitrary, possibly unbounded domains. We establish precise estimates on the maximal in uence of the boundaries on the dynamics in the interior. For instance, the attractor A`for the domain (?`;`) d with periodic boundary conditions is upper semicontinuous to A 1 .
Introduction
Dynamics of parabolic equations on large or unbounded domains has features which are completely di erent from dynamics on small domains. In particular, the typical spatial patterns are not dominated by boundary e ects. In this paper we want to develop a theoretical framework which allows us to study such situations. We have restricted the whole theory to the complex Ginzburg{Landau equation (CGL) u t = (1 + i ) u + Ru ? (1 + i )juj 2 u; t > 0; x 2 IR d which on the one hand plays a central role in the theory of amplitude equations (see NPL93, MS96] ) and on the other hand has its one interest in studying turbulence BC*90].
The main idea we want to propagate is the use of weighted energy estimates using kuk p; = ( R (x)ju(x)j p dx) 1=p Research partially supported by the DFG{Schwerpunktprogramm \Dynamische Systeme" under Mi 459/2{1 1 where > 0 is a suitable weight with jr (x)j 0 (x) and I = R IR n (x) dx < 1. The usage of such a weight for problems on unbounded domains was introduced in CE90] and further developed in Col94] . The advantage compared to the weight 1 is three fold. First, we are able to consider bounded nondecaying functions on arbitrary (unbounded) domains IR d . Second, even on bounded domains the weight can be chosen to have a width 1 0 which corresponds to typical length scales of the problem, e.g. 0 = q R(1 + 2 ) for CGL. Third, the decaying weight screens e ects which are far away such that their in uence on nearby points can be estimated properly.
As a major result, the weighted norms will allow us to derive a{priori estimates which are essentially independent of the underlying domain. Thus, we will be able to exploit the scaling invariance of CGL (t; x; u; R; ; ) ! (`? 2 t;`? 1 x;`u;`2R; ; ):
Note, that this scaling stretches the domain when the instability parameter R is reduced (i.e.`< 1).
In Section 2 we show how the classical energy estimates generalize to the weighted case. All estimates are independent of , and the weight only appears through 0 where e R = R + 2 0 (1 + 2 )=(4 Q ).
Note that CGL is invariant under the scalings (t; x; u; R) ! ( 2 t; t; u; 2 R) which allows us to reduce the analysis to the case R 2 (0; 1) when the domain is made suitably large. In Section 4 we derive then global existence result in the same parameter sets ( ; ) 2 P(d) as in the classical case, namely P(1) = P(2) = IR 2 ; P(3) = f( ; ) 2 IR 2 : j j < p 8 or ? (1+ ) < p 3j ? jg; and P(d) = f( ; ) 2 IR 2 : j j < 2 p d ? 1=(d ? 2) g for d 4:
(1.2) We follow the approach in LO96] which uses on ideas of BC*90] for the energy estimates and of Wei80] for the regularity theory. For this purpose we establish the semigroup properties of (e At ), with Au = (1 + i ) u + Ru, on the space L p lu ( ) for general . Using these global existence results in L 2d lu ( ) and W 1;2d lu ( ), the global boundedness independent of , as well as the scaling property (1.1) we conclude lim sup t!1 ku(t; )k 1 C 1 ( ; ; d)(1 + p R) 2 for ( ; ) 2 P(d) and arbitrary domains. Thus, we improve considerably the result in BC*90] where the growth rates were estimated by R e( ; ;d) with e > 1=2. Similar results for L p {norms are given in Section 3. In Section 5 we consider the in uence of the boundaries on the dynamics on the interior. To this end we use a compactly supported weight according to Col94] , which satis es jr j C for some 2 (0; 1). We nd an estimate Z ju 1 (t) ? u 2 (t)j p dx C e C t Z ju 1 (0) ? u 2 (0)j p dx + D where = support( ) B(0; r ); (x) = e ?jxj for jxj r ?1 and D = r d?1 e ?r . This enables us to estimate the maximal di erence between two solutions which may correspond to di erent domains, di erent initial conditions, or boundary conditions outside of . The maximal in uence of the dynamics outside of is controlled by D which decays exponentially with large r .
Moreover, two semi ows (S 1 t ) and (S 2 t ) corresponding to the parameters (R; ; ) but to two di erent domains 1 and 2 , respectively, are close to each other in the norm k k p; if the common domain = B(x ; r ) \ 1 = B(x ; r ) \ 2 has su ciently large r . In particular, true orbits u 1 (t) = S 1 t (u 0 1 ) can be approximated in by (T; ) pseudo{orbits for (S 2 t ). In Section 6 we develop the notion of attractors of CGL on general unbounded domains. For bounded domains the existence of compact attractors with nite Hausdor dimension is well{known. For unbounded domain we cannot expect compactness in the strong topology induced by k k p;lu . This di culty can be overcome by using a weaker topology for the attrativity property, see e.g. BV90]. We follow the ideas in MS95], which originate in Fei95], and use the compactness with respect to the localized topology induced by k k p; . Thus, we establish existence and uniqueness of an attractor A L p lu ( ) for each (S t Finally we compare two attractors A 1 and A 2 associated to two semigroups (S j t ) on domains j ; j = 1; 2, in the case of a large joint domain as above. We nd dist p; (A 1 ; A 2 ) 2 (r ) with 2 (r ) ! 0 for r ! 1. Moreover, every orbit in A 1 can be approximated by a (T; ) pseudo{orbit inside A 2 if r is su ciently large.
Weighted estimates
Throughout this work we consider domains IR d which are su ciently smooth in order to allow for the application of the divergence theorem. (In fact in Section 3 we assume C 2 smoothness of the boundary.) Moreover, the boundary conditions associated to CGL 3 are such that partial integration does not generate boundary integrals. This is the case if either Dirichlet (u = 0) or Neumann boundary conditions (ru = 0 with the unit outward normal vector on @ ) are prescribed. In addition we may have periodic boundary conditions, see De niton 3.2 below.
Since the domain we are interested in large and even unbounded domains we want to allow for solutions which are bounded are not necessarily decaying at in nity. To control such functions we introduce a localizing weighted norm as well as a uniform norm. Before we go into the construction of global strong solutions, we want to show how the scaling properties of CGL can be exploited if we are able to prove a{priori bounds independent of the underlying spatial domain IR d . Consider for`> 0 the rescaling (t; x; u; R; ; ) ! (`? 2 t;`? 1 x;`u;`2R; ; ); Our method immediately implies that (3.11) is valid with e( ; ; d) 1=2 for all ( ; ) 2 P(d). The argument is as follows: we scale the functions u 2 L p ( uc ) corresponding to a given R by using the scaling (3.10) with`= R ?1=2 to the case b `= (0; However, this result was derived with a xed weight (x) = e ?jxj with 0 = 1. Using the rescaling, the proper estimate has the form 1 ( ; ; R) = ( ; )R 1=2 and we nd ( ; ) inff R ?1=2 e 1 ( ; ; R) : R > 0 g which yields the desired result (3.12).
In the case > 0 we improve on these results by the estimates for F which were derived in Section 2. We consider (2.9) for the parameters = = , = 0, = 1 + , = 0, and the weight (x) = e ?jxj . Then, we have lim sup
where m = j = j(1 + j = j + 2 ) 2 .
The bounds lim supku(t)k 2;lu C 1=2 0 , lim supku(t)k 4;lu C( F = ) 1=4 , lim supk@ x u(t)k 2;lu C 1=2 F , and kuk 3 3;lu kuk 2;lu kuk 2 4;lu are now inserted into the Sobolev embeddings (A.2) for p = 2 and p = 3, respectively, resulting in lim sup t!1 ku(t)k 1 Cminf( 0 F ) 1=4 ; ?1=6 1=3 F g; 8 where 0 F was used. Employing the scaling to each of the terms in the minimum delivers
which is the desired bound (3.13).
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Note that the bound (3.13), which holds for > 0, is much better than the general result (3.12) for j j large. Thus, we nd a principal di erence between the cases 0 and < 0 in the bounds for ku(t)k as a function of and , however we do not know whether these bounds are optimal. The only existing lower bound is p R which is attained by rotating waves of the form u(t; x) = q R ? jkj 2 e i(!t+k x) .
Considering Sobolev norms rather than the L 1 norm we need a little more care, since the norm k k p;lu is not scaling invariant (when the weight is not scaled). For simplicity we restrict the argument to the unit cube uc = (0; 1) d , the generalization is straight forward. In Appendix C, see (C.2), we establish, for weights with jr (x)j 0 (x), the Especially, for the functionals F (n) (t) = R uc (jr n?1 u(t)j 2 + a n juj 2n )dx, which were used heavily in BC*90], we nd lim sup
and again our growth rate R n is optimal, independent of ( ; ; d), and lies below the ones in BC*90]. There might still be essential di erences between di erent regions in the ( ; ) plane; yet these di erences can only occur in the constant C (n) ( ; ; d) as functions of and .
From the above considerations it became clear that it is very helpful to have a{priori bounds which are independent of the underlying domain . Only then it is possible to exploit the scaling invariance of CGL properly. Thus, we have to de ne a suitable set of domains which allows for these uniform estimates. As we have to do also regularity theory these domains must have a uniformly C 2 {smooth boundary. More precisely, we either Dirichlet conditions (u = 0) or Neumann condition (ru = 0). (b) is of the form R n e with R n = (a 1 ; b 1 ) (a n ; b n ) where n d and e IR d?n is as in (a). The boundary conditions on R n @ e are as in (a) while those on @R n e are periodicity in x i ; i = 1; : : : ; n with period b i ? a i , respectively.
The condition in (a) involving the ball of radius 1 guarantees that the uniform cone condition holds from inside and outside, moreover it bounds the curvature of the boundary. Note that stretching (i.e.`2 (0; 1) in (3.10)) leaves the set of admissable domains invariant. Hence, further on we may restrict the parameter R to the interval (0; 1] without loss of generality. All estimates in subsequent sections will depend only on the parameters ( ; ) but not on the admissable domain nor on the instability parameter R 2 (0; 1].
Regularity and global existence
We use the following result of LO96], Thm. 5.5, which builds on the theory in Wei80]. In order to apply this result we establish the existence of the semigroup (e At ) t 0 for the linear part of CGL, i.e. Au = (1 + i ) u + Ru. (d; r) ).
As a conclusion we obtain the following result, which states the global existence of strong solutions. All the considerations in the subsequent sections will be restricted to this set. Moreover, we let C abs ( ; ; d) = supf kuk 1;2d;lu : 9 admissable : u 2 B abs ( ; ; ) g; C 1 ( ; ; d) = supf kuk 1 : 9 admissable : u 2 B abs ( ; ; ) g; (4.20) to have universal constants to estimate the norms in B abs .
The in uence of the boundary
In this section we are going to study some aspects of the dependence of the dynamics on the underlying physical domain IR d . In particular, we are concerned with large domains where, as is common believe, the boundary should not in uence the dynamics away from the boundary too much. It is our aim to give a rigorous meaning to this rule of thumb.
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To this end we consider two admissable domains 1 and 2 with associated boundary conditions as above. Moreover, we x one ( ; ) 2 P(d) of parameters, such that the semi ows (S j t ) t 0 on L p lu ( j ) are well de ned. We want to compare the dynamics of the two systems on a subdomain of the intersection 1 \ 2 . The main problem is that we cannot control the boundary values of S j t (u) on @ , as we should not use information on u from outside of . The same problem even occurs if = 1 = 2 but (S 1 t ) t 0 and (S 2 t ) t 0 correspond to di erent boundary conditions. In this situation the theory in Col94] is helpful, since it allows us to use weight functions which vanish at @ . Previously, we used jr (x)j 0 (x) in order to estimate R jr jjrujjuj 2 dx 0 kruk kuk . However, we may use that u 2 L 4 lu ( ) and obtain by H older's inequality Z jr jjrujjujdx kruk k(1= )jr jjujk kruk kuk 4; k(1= )jr jk 4; :
Recall that jr j 0 implies (x) e ? 0 jxj (0) > 0, but for (x) = (1 ? jxj 2 ) for jxj 1 and (x) = 0 else the weaker condition k(1= )jr jk 4 4; = Z ?3 jr j 4 dx < 1 is also satis ed whenever > 3. Our approach combines the feature of exponential decay on the one hand with the vanishing on @ on the other hand. Throughout we consider the situation, that the ball B(x ; r ) intersects the sets 1 and 2 in the same set , i.e. = j \ B(x ; r ) for j = 1 and 2. We let ? = @B(x ; r ) \ @ which is that part of the boundary which does not belong to @ j for j = 1; 2. On each j there is de ned a semigroup (S j t ) t 0 on X j which corresponds to the same ( ; ). Moreover, if ? 1;2 = @ n ? is nonempty we assume that the boundary conditions associated to the semigroups (S j t ) coincide on ? 1;2 .
We where m (x) = 1 for jx ? x j 2 (r ? 1; r ) and 0 else. All subsequent considerations, except of Remark 5.3, will be done for the case 0 = 1. As an important feature we will use that for u j (t) = S j t (u 0 j ) the di erence w(t) = u 2 (t)j ? u 1 (t)j is well{de ned in L p ( ) such that all partial integration hold without boundary terms, e.g., . According to Section 4 we have for w(t) = S 1
De nition 5.5 Let (S t ) be a semigroup on the normed space (X; k k), then a function u : 0; 1) ! X is called a (T; ) pseudo{orbit if for each n 2 IN and 2 0; T) the relations u((n ? 1)T + ) = S (u((n ? 1)T)) and ku(nT) ? S T (u((n ? 1)T))k hold.
Thus, we have true orbits on (n ?1)T;nT) with jumps of maximal size at t n = nT. A more general notion could allow for irregular jump time t n , as long as t n+1 ? t n T.
Our next result states that orbits u 1 (t) = S 1 t (u 0 1 ) can be well approximated in the domain by (T; ) pseudo{orbits of (S 2 t ) if the radius r is su ciently large. Of course, we use the weighted norm k k p; which measures di erences in the middle of much stronger than those close to ? .
Theorem 5.6 Let ( ; ) 2 P(d), p 2, and let the positive numbers T; and " be given. Then, there is an b r > 0 such that the following holds: if r b r and 1 \B(x ; r ) = 2 \B(x ; r ) is valid in addition to the above assumptions on , then for every u 0 1 2 B abs ( ; ; 1 ) there exists a (T; ) pseudo{orbit u 2 : 0; 1) ! (L 2d lu ( 2 ); k k 2d; ) for (S 2 t ) (i.e. kS 2 T (u 2 ((n ? 1)T)) ? u 2 (nT)k 2d; ) such that ku 1 (t) ? u 2 (t)k 2d; " for all t 0. Proof: We de ne the mapping E : L 2d lu ( j ) ! L 2d lu ( k ) as (E u)(x) = minf1; r + 1 ? jx ? x jgu(x) and (E u)(x) = 0 elsewhere. Obviously, E has norm 1, and k(I ? E )u j k 2d; Cr e ?r =(2d) (5.23)
where ku j k 2d;lu C abs and the estimate (C.3) with e = j n B(x ; r ) was used.
The pseudo{orbit u 2 is simply de ned by u 2 (nT) = E u 1 (nT) for n = 0; 1; 2; : : : and it remains to prove the approximation and the jump condition. . For su ciently large r this yields the approximation property. The jump condition on u 2 is obtained by using u 2 (nT) = E u 1 (nT):
Ce CT D 1=p + k(I ? E )S 2 T (u 2 (nT))k p; which is also small because of (5.23). Hence, for su ciently large r the jumps are less than .
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The use of pseudo{orbits is well known for chaotic systems, however our philosophy is quite di erent. We do not construct true orbits close given pseudo{orbits which is one of the di cult tasks in the theory of chaotic dynamical systems. We only show that for each true orbit u 1 (t) = S 1 t (u 0 1 ) there is an approximating pseudo{orbit for (S 2 t ). This result is relevant here, as it is one way to say that the dynamical system (S 2 t ) is a small perturbation (S 1 However, as we allow for unbounded this set is in general not compact in L p lu ( ). To handle the non{compactness due to the unboundedness of we use a weaker topology on L 2d lu ( ), namely the weighted norm kuk 2d; from Section 2. The normed space (L 2d lu ( ); k k 2d; ) will be denoted by X , in order to distinguish it from the uniform space X = (L 2d lu ( ); k k 2d;lu ). While X is a complete normed space, the same is not true for X , as the completion of L 2d lu ( ) in the norm k k 2d; would be L 2d ( ) (iii) and for each bounded set B in X we have dist (S t (B); A) ! 0 for t ! 1.
Note that the attraction takes place only in the weaker distance. In order to prove the existence of such an attractor we need to essential features of the semi ow S t . The rst is continuity of S t : X ! X and the second is compactness of S t 0 for some t 0 > 0. Lemma 6. Remark 6.4 An element of E(d) is denoted by (R; r) and acts on IR d by x 7 ! Rx + r. If is invariant under such actions for all (R; r) 2 R, then these elements (R; r) act on u 2 X = L 2d lu ( ) as T (R;r) : u(x) 7 ! u(Rx + r). The attractor A is called invariant under the action of R if T (R;r) A = A for all (R; r) 2 R. in X where u n 2 B 1 . The continuity in X according to Lemma 6.2(a) gives v = S t (u) S t (S tn (u n )) = S t+tn (u n ) in X ;
which implies v 2 A and thus S t (A) A. For the opposite direction let v 2 A and t > 0. We have to nd a u 2 A with S t (u) = v. There is a increasing sequence t n > t and v n 2 B abs with v = lim tn!1 S tn (v n ) in X . The compactness result of Lemma 6.2(b) shows that the set fS tn?t (v n ) : n 2 IN g S t 1 ?t (B 1 ) is precompact and hence there is a subsequence (n k ) with S tn k ?t (v n k ) ! u in X . Again by continuity of S t in X we nd S t (u) = v since v S tn k (v n k ) = S t (S tn k ?t (v n k )) ! S t (u) in X : By construction we have u 2 A, and thus A S t (A) is proved.
(3) We assume that dist (S t (B 1 ); A) 6 ! 0 in order to generate a contradiction. Then, there exists t n ! 1 and u n 2 B abs with dist (S tn (u n ); A) > 0. By compactness of B abs in X there is a subsequence (n k ) with S tn k (u n k ) ! w in X and w 2 A. But now dist (S tn k (u n k ); A) dist (S tn k (u n k ); fwg) ! 0 which contradicts the above assumption. Moreover, CGL is invariant under multiplication with e i , hence S t R = R S t for all 2 0; 2 ]. Hence, R A is attracted to A as well as A is attracted to R A. By uniqueness we have R A = A.
(5) Assume the symmetry actions as described in the remark. Obviously, we have T (R;r) A = A for (R; r) 2 R by the same argument as in (4). We also want to infer the stronger decay measure using dist ;R . Using that kuk 2d; = kT (R;r) uk 2d;T (R;r) we see that 20 T R B = S (R;r)2R T (R;r) B is bounded in X whenever B is bounded in X. Now we estimate as . Since T we can make small and b r large in order to obtain that the di erence is less than minf "; =2 g. The only nontrivial part here is the claim that the constant does not depend on the domain. However, for admissable domains we may use a uniform partition of unity with sets of diameter less than 1/2. On each of these sets the estimate holds with a uniform constant.
B Another a{priori estimate
We provide an alternative a-priori estimate which works in the case of dimesension d = 1. This method was introduced in MS96], but unfortunately there is an omission in one estimate in the last quarter of the proof, which led to a wrong result. We repeat the analysis for the reader's convenience. Choosing optimum we obtain the desired result when using e R 1. 2
The following lemma is proved in MS96].
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Lemma B.2 Let ; 2 C 0 ( 0; 1);IR) be bounded functions with (t) 0 for all t. Assume that > = lim sup t!1 (t) and that the continuous function A 2 C 0 ( 0; 1);IR) 
